
 
 

Mexico City, December 2nd 2016 

 

Nexxus Capital announces its investment in Pumping Team Holding, acquiring CEMEX’s concrete 

pumping operations  

Nexxus Capital announces that on December 2nd 2016 it has reached an agreement to invest in Pumping 

Team Holding S.A. de C.V. (“Pumping Team”), a holding company of concrete pumping services with 

operations in Mexico and Spain.  

 

This investment will be made through Nexxus Capital Private Equity Fund VI, L.P. and Nexxus Capital VI 

Trust (jointly “Nexxus VI”), once certain closing conditions are met, including the approval of Mexico’s 

Antitrust Authority (“COFECE”).  

The transaction involves the Spanish Private Equity Fund MCH Iberian Capital Fund IV, F.C.R. (“MCH”), 

and the shareholders of Pumping Team S.L.L. who will be the Operating Partners of the Company. This will 

be one of the first transactions that combines both a Mexican and international private equity funds. 

Pumping Team will have nearly 550 pumping units, considering the existing operations in Spain as well as 

the units acquired by one of the Mexican subsidiaries of CEMEX S.A.B. de C.V. 

The Operating Partners are deeply familiarized and experienced with the concrete pumping industry, having 

previously managed a fleet of +500 units in Spain, Portugal, and Poland.  

 

Concrete pumping services are a critical segment of the value chain of the concrete industry and a recent trend 

indicates customers prefer this delivery method, not only because of its efficiency, but because of both quality 

and the concrete’s homogeneity.  

Pumping Team will focus on obtaining additional profitability, and will analyze consolidating opportunities at 

an international level.  

*** 

About Nexxus Capital 

Nexxus Capital has actively participated in the private equity industry in Mexico since its inception in 1995 

and is one of the country’s largest independent alternative asset managers. It has one of the longest and most 

successful track records in alternative assets in Latin America focused on enhancing the value of its portfolio. 

 

Considering Pumping Team’s investment, Nexxus Capital has completed 23 investments and has fully 

divested from 11 portfolio companies. Nexxus Capital has raised and managed five funds through seven 

investment vehicles with aggregate capital commitments of over US$1.2 billion and is the only Mexican 

alternative asset manager that has listed five portfolio companies in the public markets. 

  

This is the fifth investment of Nexxus VI, as it continues analyzing equity investment opportunities in 

Mexican midsized companies with high growth potential whose value can be enhanced through improved 

management and operations, value-added acquisitions, and application of world class business models.  

 

Nexxus Capital’s vision is to be the Mexican alternative asset manager with whom investors, entrepreneurs 

and service providers prefer to associate with, due to its value creation ability and its complete transparency, 

integrity and professionalism.  

Acerca de MCH Private Equity 

MCH Private Equity is a Spanish private equity firm that manages private Equity Funds that represent more 

than 800 million euros. The Firm comprises a team of professionals with recognized prestige and in-depth 

expertise of the industry, making it a leader in the Spanish mid-market firms. MCH is today one of the five 

largest, independent private equity groups in Spain. 



 
 
Since its founding, MCH has participated in over 25 private equity deals (LBOs, Growth capital, etc.) in 

diverse economic sectors which includes specialized machinery and industries, services, consumer products 

and distribution, -to mention a few-, having developed important business projects in the past while having 

completed for many of the companies a complete investment and disinvestment process. The Firm is currently 

composed by eleven investment professionals with ample experience careers in the field.  

Pumping Team  is the fourth transaction of the fund MCH Iberian Capital Fund IV FCR, who’s investment 

target are leading companies with strong international growth potential.  

For further information on Nexxus Capital visit www.nexxuscapital.com or contact: 

Investor Relations 

ir@nexxuscapital.com  

+52 (55) 5292-3400 
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